KEN'S NOTES
The January meeting at Peninsula Country Club was quite successful despite weather conditions. Renewing acquaintances seemed to be the order of the day as the rainy weather kept play to a minimum. A few of the "old-timers" present were Paul Paulsen, Ed Berardy, Jack Baker, George Santana, Dick Viergever, John Da Dalt and Al Salvi.

Turf Advisor Dave Hanson kept us abreast of his field research in an informative talk. All in all—a good, fun meeting. See you in February.

Ken Sakai, Riverside Golf Course, Coyote


This could very well be the YEAR OF DECISION - are YOU - are WE ready? It will be a time for great things to occur - an election year when we individually express our choices by going to the polls to vote - show our patriotism by supporting leaders in government - cooperating and not merely criticizing the efforts to solve the energy problems - documenting accurate information on national and international situations - taking an interest in civic affairs and helping re-define what a true democracy is all about.

We'll all agree there has been too much indecision, bickering and time wasted on insignificant matters and not enough focus on the things that really count. Our nation's prestige is being slowly but surely destroyed and only a 100% effort on everyone's part is required to restore it.

America needs to return to its former image of POWER and STRENGTH and that is only going to be reflected by the re-birth of the character of each one of its citizens.

Let's pull together for GOOD.
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1980 DUES ARE NOW DELINQUENT Class A, B, D, $30.00
Class F $35.00 Class E $5.00